Highlights of 2017

• NAYGN’s children’s book *Marie’s Electric Adventure* released, with 10,000 copies distributed to our chapters and hundreds of members reading in schools. Also partnered with IYNC to print a Spanish version.

• *Innovating our Impact* program launched, with 8 chapters submitting funding proposals for 2018 implementation.

• Hundreds of participants in NAYGN’s *Nuclear is Hot* challenge, reaching over 46,600 people.

• Both Canada and Southeast regions had their highest activity of the last 5 years.

• Invited to meet Secretary Rick Perry and form the Millennial Nuclear Caucus.

• Partnered with ANS to support both the K-12 Initiative and the Big Event in Idaho Falls.

• Partnered with NEI to Host the NEA, bringing hundreds of young members and hosting sessions on generational leadership, nuclear policy, industry branding, and more.

2017 by the Numbers

87,301: Member hours
49,206: Service reach
53,235: Public Info reach
12,000: Postcards sent

The NAYGN Message

666 posts in 2017, reaching 743,991 people

9,862 tweets and counting

Launched in 2017, now with 65 posts

14 Newsletters and GoNuke articles reaching 3,800 members